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1. Overview 

One of the important skills of a reserving analyst is to know how to best respond to observed changes 

in data. When claims costs come in higher than expected, a logical response is often to increase 

ultimate losses. However, the adverse development could be due to a speed-up of payments or a 

change in the mix of business. If the message changes from one quarter to another, from saying that 

business is worsening and reserves need to increase to saying the opposite, your credibility as an 

analyst may suffer. With more companies using an actuary-in-the-box approach that automatically 

updates projected ultimate losses each quarter, it’s crucial to understand the reasons for the changes 

in your ultimate losses. 

DRIVERS OF CHANGE REPORT 

A helpful way to understand this is to use a Drivers of Change report. This report splits the change in 

ultimates into the change in data and the change in assumptions to help you more effectively evaluate 

what is causing the change in reprojected ultimates. This provides valuable information to the 

management team that books reserves. It also helps monitor your reaction to changes in the data and 

helps you more carefully examine of the reliability of your method assumptions. 

The sample Arius file provides a Drivers of Change in Ultimate Loss collection under the Deterministic 

node. These examples provide insight into what is causing the change in ultimate loss compared to the 

last valuation date.  (See the Arius_Sample.apj found in …\Documents\Milliman\Arius\DemoFiles.)  

This collection includes the REPORTS | USER DEFINED | #602 Drivers of Change in Ultimate Loss table as 

well as a graph that shows columns (6)-(9) as a stacked bar and column (10) as a line. It is also common 

to depict these changes as a waterfall graph, which you can create by exporting this report to a third-

party visualization tool.  

Sample report and graph 
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This example shows that the ultimate loss improved in the earlier years mainly because of a change in 

development patterns, and for the most recent year, the ultimate loss decreased because of a better 

initial expected loss ratio for the Bornhuetter-Ferguson method. 
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2. Details behind the sample calculations 

The calculations behind a Drivers of Change analysis depend on the methods or models you rely on 

when projecting ultimate losses. In the example we use in this document, ultimate losses are selected 

based on a weighted average of the following four methods: 

 METHODS | LOSS | #1 Paid Loss Development  

 METHODS | LOSS | #2 Incurred Loss Development  

 METHODS | LOSS | #17 Bornhuetter-Ferguson Using Ultimate Premiums and Paid Loss 

 METHODS | LOSS | #18 Bornhuetter-Ferguson Using Ultimate Premiums and Incurred Loss 

You can easily expand these examples to account for additional methods, changes in ultimate 

premium, changes due to exchange rates, or other factors that affect your ultimate loss calculation. 

You can approach this by starting with the prior ultimate selection and stepping through recalculating 

the ultimate loss by  

1. changing the data,  

2. changing the selected development factors, 

3. changing the Bornhuetter-Ferguson initial expected loss ratios, and 

4. continuing in this fashion across any other method assumptions. 

The table below helps to depict these steps and makes up the basis for columns (1) through (5) in 

REPORTS | USER DEFINED | #602 Drivers of Change in Ultimate Loss.  

 START STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3 END 

METHOD INPUT 
PRIOR ULTIMATE  

LOSS  

ULTIMATE LOSS 

BASED ON PRIOR 

SDFS ELRS AND 

WEIGHTS 

ULTIMATE LOSS 

BASED ON PRIOR 

ELRS AND 

WEIGHTS 

ULTIMATE LOSS 

BASED ON PRIOR 

WEIGHTS 

SELECTED 

ULTIMATE  

LOSS 

Paid Loss Prior Current Current  Current  Current 

Incurred Loss Prior Current Current Current Current 

Ultimate Premium Prior Current Current Current Current 

Paid SDFs Prior Prior Current Current Current 

Incurred SDFs Prior Prior Current Current Current 

ELRs Prior Prior Prior Current Current 

Method Weights Prior Prior Prior Prior Current 

 

REQUIRED USER DEFINED TABLES 

You will use several user defined tables to support the calculations behind a Drivers of Change report, 

and examples of these are included in the file Arius_Sample.apj.  
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To calculate columns (2) through (4) in REPORTS | USER DEFINED | #602 Drivers of Change in Ultimate 

Loss, the report calculates ultimate losses for each of the four methods using the mix of current and 

prior data as prescribed above, and weights them together using the prior method weights.  

Column (2) in the report references METHODS| USER DEFINED | #611 Ultimate Loss Based on Prior SDFs 

ELRs and Weights which weights together the following underlying methods. 

 METHODS | USER DEFINED | #605 Paid Loss Development Using Prior SDFs 

 METHODS | USER DEFINED | #606 Incurred Loss Development Using Prior SDFs 

 METHODS | USER DEFINED | #607 BF Using Paid Loss and Ultimate Premiums and Prior SDFs and ELRs 

 METHODS | USER DEFINED | #608 BF Using Incurred Loss and Ultimate Premium and Prior SDFs and 

ELRs 

 

 

Column (3) in the report references METHODS | USER DEFINED | #612 Ultimate Loss Based on Prior ELRs 

and Weights, which weights together the following underlying methods: 

 METHODS | LOSS | #1 Paid Loss Development 

 METHODS | LOSS | #2 Incurred Loss Development 

 METHODS | USER DEFINED | #609 BF Using Paid Loss and Ultimate Premiums and Prior ELRs 

 METHODS | USER DEFINED | #610 BF Using Incurred Loss and Ultimate Premiums and Prior ELRs 
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Column (4) in the report references METHODS | USER DEFINED | #613 Ultimate Loss Based on Prior 

Weights, which weights together the following underlying methods: 

 METHODS | LOSS | #1 Paid Loss Development 

 METHODS | LOSS | #2 Incurred Loss Development 

 METHODS | LOSS | #17 Bornhuetter-Ferguson Using Ultimate Premiums and Paid Loss 

 METHODS | LOSS | #18 Bornhuetter-Ferguson Using Ultimate Premiums and Incurred Loss 
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ACCESS TO PRIOR DATA 

To populate these methods, we need access to the assumptions from the prior analysis. For the four 

methods in our example, this includes 

 selected paid and incurred loss development factors,  

 Bornhuetter-Ferguson initial expected loss ratios, and 

 method weights.  

This data is available either via the Historical Factor Library or Historical Assumption Arrays.  

Historical Factor Library 

You will find the Historical Factor Library under EXHIBIT OPTIONS | HISTORICAL FACTORS. This library stores all 

prior selected development factors (SDFs).  

 

 

There are three ways to save data into this library:  

1. Automatically, when you append a new diagonal via MODIFY STRUCTURE | APPEND NEW EVALUATION 

PERIOD. 

2. Manually, when you click Save Current SDFs in this dialog. This step is necessary when you are 

rolling forward a project to a new evaluation but not appending a new evaluation period (e.g., 

changing the First Development Age of your Y x Y triangle from 9 months at 9/30 to 12 months at 

12/31).  

3. Manually, when you use the Import Historical SDFs button in this dialog. You can import an Excel 

or CSV file containing the historical factor sets for the specified segment, exhibit, and valuation 

date. 

You can then access these historical factors in user defined tables with the GetPriorSDF or 

GetPriorSDFX() functions. For example, in METHODS | USER DEFINED | #605 Paid Loss Development Using 
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Prior SDFs, the GetPriorSDF() function in column (3) returns the factors from the prior Valuation Date 

using this formula:  

ConvertSDFtoCol ( SpreadTail ( GetPriorSDF ( “Paid Loss Development” ) ) 

 

For further guidance on Historical Factor Libraries within Arius, refer to the document “Historical factor 

on exhibits” found in Arius under HELP | USER DOCUMENTATION. 

For further guidance on the GetPriorSDF() and GetPriorSDFX() functions, refer to the document 

“Formula functions” found in Arius under HELP | USER DOCUMENTATION. 

Historical arrays 

You can create Historical Arrays as new user defined input triangles. These arrays are special in that the 

last diagonal links to any column array in Arius (or any formula that results in a column array). Each 

time you append a new evaluation period, Arius stores the column data into previous diagonals, 

allowing you to track assumptions over time. For example, see the five system historical arrays in DATA 

| RESULTS | #35 HISTORICAL ULTIMATE LOSS. 

The user-defined methods described above reference the following historical arrays from the OBJECT 

LIBRARY |DATA | USER-DEFINED folder: 

 METHODS | USER DEFINED | #606 Historical Loss Ratio – BF Method 

 METHODS | USER DEFINED | #607 Historical Weights – Paid Loss Development 

 METHODS | USER DEFINED | #608 Historical Weights – Incurred Loss Development 

 METHODS | USER DEFINED | #609 Historical Weights – BF Using Ultimate Premiums and Paid Loss 

 METHODS | USER DEFINED | #610 Historical Weights – BF Using Ultimate Premiums and Incurred Loss 

Note: 

Formulas in Arius 
require 1) a space 
before and after 
parenthesis and  
2) quotes around  
table names. 
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To extend this functionality to an existing user defined input triangle, or to create a new user defined 

input triangle, check the box Has Formula and then check the box Historical Array. You can then enter 

any valid function that returns a columnar array, such as Loss Ratio – BF Method.  

 

 

The results are shown in a calendar formatted triangle where the last column is shaded, as it is linked 

to the columnar array resulting from the formula above. The white interior part of the triangle is 

populated automatically as you roll the project forward to the next valuation date (you can also 

manually enter data here). 
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You can then access this historical data in your user-defined tables via the Diagonal() or DiagonalX() 

functions. For example, the column highlighted above is referenced in column (3) in METHODS | USER 

DEFINED | #609 BF Using Ultimate Premiums and Paid Loss and Prior ELRs, using this formula:  

Diagonal2 ( Cumulate ( “Historical Loss Ratio - BF Method” ) ) 

 

 

GetWeights function 

To populate the prior method weights assumptions, we use the historical array feature along with the 

GetWeights() function. The GetWeights() function returns a column array with the weights 

corresponding to an input (or method) that is used in either a formula-driven assumption array or a 

Comparison of Ultimate report. In our example, we want the weights associated with the methods 

from REPORTS | LOSS | #3 Comparison of Ultimate Loss Estimates from the prior analysis. 
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For example, to reference the weights associated with the Paid Loss Development method in column 

(2), we created DATA | USER DEFINED | #607 Historical Weights – Paid Loss Development as follows: 

 

 

 The first parameter in the GetWeights() function represents the formula-driven assumption array 

or the ultimate array corresponding to the Comparison of Ultimate Loss report, e.g., Ultimate 

Loss.  

 The second parameter references the Calculated Ultimate from the method or input array that 

may be included in the object represented by the first parameter.  

 Note: the suffix of (ULT) is needed to distinguish this table from the Paid Loss Development 

exhibit.   

For more information on the GetWeights() function, refer to the document “Formula functions” found 

in Arius under HELP | USER DOCUMENTATION. 
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